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A thermal ion driven bursting instability with rapid frequency chirping, considered as an Alfvénic ion
temperature gradient mode, has been observed in plasmas having reactor-relevant temperature in the DIII-D
tokamak. The modes are excited over a wide spatial range from macroscopic device size to microturbulence
size and the perturbation energy propagates across multiple spatial scales. The radial mode structure is able
to expand from local to global in ∼0.1 ms and it causes magnetic topology changes in the plasma edge,
which can lead to a minor disruption event. Since the mode is typically observed in the high ion temperature
≳10 keV and high-β plasma regime, the manifestation of the mode in future reactors should be studied
with development of mitigation strategies, if needed. This is the first observation of destabilization of the
Alfvén continuum caused by the compressibility of ions with reactor-relevant ion temperature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.025001
A thermonuclear tokamak reactor requires ion temper-
atures Ti ≳ 10 keV to be self-sustaining, a large β (ratio
of plasma to magnetic pressure) to be economical, and
avoidance of disruptions to be reliable. In this Letter,
we describe an instability observed in high Ti DIII-D
plasmas that could jeopardize sustained and simultaneous
achievement of these conditions. Unlike electrostatic ion-
temperature-gradient-driven (ITG) turbulence [1], the fre-
quency spectrum of this instability consists of many distinct
coherent peaks with toroidal mode numbers from n ¼ 1 to
> 21. Although similar wave number spectra were pre-
viously observed at high Ti [2], these modes chirp rapidly
in frequency and are strongly destabilized at high β, i.e.,
normalized βN ∼ 2.5. It is well known that chirping modes
are driven by energetic particles via wave-particle resonant
interaction [3], which could threaten good confinement of α
particles in fusion reactors. However, the chirping mode
investigated here is driven by resonant interaction with
thermal ions having a reactor-relevant Ti, implying new
challenges in the operation of high-temperature plasma in
fusion reactors. The instability often triggers reconnection
that could result in a minor disruption event and is unstable
at a fraction of the β limit set by ideal magnetohydrody-
namic (MHD) theory, jeopardizing economical reactor
operation. This dangerous instability has many properties
of the theoretically predicted electromagnetic Alfvén ITG
(AITG) [4–6], and is consistent with the linear gyrokinetic
instability analysis [7]. In contrast with the previous claim of
the AITG in an ohmic plasma with Ti ≤ 0.75 keV without
detectable magnetic fluctuations b̃ [8], the observed mode,
considered as the AITG, is multiscale, has appreciable b̃, and
is driven by thermal ions with Ti > 10 keV.
The experiment is conducted in a lower single null cross
section, 80 kV deuterium beam heated plasma with an
injected power of ∼7 MW. The toroidal magnetic field
strength is 2.1 T and the plasma current Ip is 1.6MA. The
profile of safety factor q monotonically increases from
∼0.7 at the magnetic axis to ∼4 near the plasma boundary.
The plasma confinement is excellent and the H98 factor is
as high as ∼2.5, forming a hot plasma core of Ti ∼ 15 keV
[9]. Bursting instabilities with rapid frequency chirping
downward, measured by the CO2 interferometer, are
routinely observed, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The wave
propagates in the ion diamagnetic direction poloidally
and co-Ip direction toroidally. The real frequency of the
mode in the plasma frame is ∼18 kHz, comparable to the
ion diamagnetic drift frequency ωi at the mode rational
surface of the q ¼ 1. The frequency further chirps down
to nearly 0 kHz, i.e., the Doppler frequency in the
laboratory frame, in < 3 ms. It is found that the excitation
of chirping modes is rather sensitive to Ti. As one
example, the chirping modes are barely observed in shot
No. 178941 in Fig. 1(b), even though the plasma density,
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the equilibrium, and the neutral beam heating scenario
agree well with shot No. 178943, as seen from Fig. 1(c).
The major difference rests on the measured Ti, which is
∼30% lower for the case without the chirping modes, as
shown in Fig. 1(d). Interestingly, in the low Ti shot, a
continuous oscillatory mode becomes dominant and a brief
transition of the mode dynamics to frequency chirping is
also seen, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 1(b).
The amplitude of the chirping modes is inversely
proportional to the fast ion beta βf for the same Ti.
Figure 1(a) shows that the amplitude is enhanced, as the
line-averaged plasma density nearly doubles for a fixed
neutral beam power between 1.8 s and 2.05 s, i.e., a drop of
βf by > 30% estimated by TRANSP code [10,11]. Statistical
analysis on a database from a dedicated experiment
campaign containing > 200 chirping modes in Fig. 2(a)
also shows that chirping modes with larger amplitude likely
occur, when an approximation of stored fast ion energy
(Pnb=ne) is low and Ti is high. Here, the variation of Pnb=ne
in the database mainly reflects the plasma density change,
since the high Ti is maintained by intense neutral beam
power. The inverse dependence on βf is opposite to
energetic particle modes, which are excited when βf
exceeds a certain threshold [12].
The time derivatives of the neutron flux in Fig. 2(c)
across the ∼34 randomly sampled bursts [see Fig. 2(b)]
are conditionally averaged. The result is shown as the
dashed line in Fig. 2(c). The neutron rate is nearly
constant across each burst. Moreover, the neutron rate
predicted by the TRANSP NUBEAM code [13] using the
measured plasma profiles matches the detected neutron
flux well, suggesting that large loss or redistribution of
the core fast ions does not occur. It should be pointed out
that in this high Ti plasma regime, TRANSP predicts the
neutron yield from thermonuclear reaction is comparable
to the beam-target reaction, for example 2.25 × 1015 N=s
to 2 × 1015 N=s at 1.9 s, respectively. As a result, the
neutron system may not be sensitive to a modest beam-
target neutron rate change of ≤ 4% in the system detect-
able limit of ∼2%, if there is any.
The feature of frequency chirping and amplitude
bursting in a time scale of milliseconds is generally a
signature of energetic particles (EP) driven instabilities.
In theory, it is interpreted by a “phase locking” process
that the wave frequency adapts to the resonance con-
dition with EPs to maximize the mode drive [14]. In
contrast, the data here demonstrate that bulk ions play
the crucial role in the excitation of the chirping modes.
Since the ion Landau damping is exponentially sensitive
to Ti [15], the strong Ti dependence suggests that the
chirping modes are excited by bulk ions and their spatial
gradients.
The multichannel mm-wave reflectometry diagnostic
[16] and magnetic probe, which measure the local density
fluctuation ñe and magnetic perturbation b̃θ at the plasma
boundary, reveal that the chirping modes are excited over a
broad range of mode frequency from 40 kHz to 1 MHz.





FIG. 1. Frequency spectra of the density fluctuations for shot
No. 178943 and No. 178941 are shown in (a) and (b), respec-
tively. The time evolutions of the line-averaged plasma density
and neutral beam power in (c) and ion temperature (solid line) and
electron temperature (dashed line) near the magnetic axis in




FIG. 2. (a) Dependence of chirping mode amplitude on the
neutral beam power normalized by the electron density (∝ βf)
and the core Ti. The magnetic perturbations of 34 randomly
sampled bursts (b) and corresponding time derivative of the
neutron flux (c) are overlaid. The conditional averaged dSneut=dt
is given as the dashed line in (c).
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of the two lowest frequency waves are 1 and 2. Since the
modes appear at the q ¼ 1 flux surface, we infer that the
poloidal and toroidal mode numbers are ðm; nÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ to
(21,21) [see Fig. 3(a)]. The estimated wavelengths of
the instability span from macroscopic MHD scale down
to thermal ion gyro-radii scale ρi, corresponding to the
normalized poloidal wave number of 0.03 < kθρi < 0.6 for
the local Ti ∼ 12 keV. The upper bound is similar to the
ITG having a typical wave number of 0.2 < kθρi < 0.5
[18]. Interesting details of mode behaviors are summarized,
as follows: (1) Right before each burst, the noticeable
amplitudes of ñe and b̃θ in the intermediate kθ range are
briefly destabilized, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 3(a)
and circles in Fig. 3(b). The peak-to-peak frequency
spacing in the staircase-shaped frequency spectra is
32 kHz, close to the frequency at the end of the chirping
of the lowest kθ wave, i.e., 31.5 kHz. This indicates that
the trigger mechanism of the burst may relate to the
multiscale perturbation energy transfer via resonant
wave-wave coupling. (2) In the first half of the burst,
which corresponds to the rapid frequency chirping period,
the b̃θ over a broad kθ range are detected without
detectable ñe. However, in the latter half of the bursts,
which corresponds to stationary frequency period, the b̃θ
of the higher-kθ waves suddenly reduced and the ñe is
significantly enhanced. The transition from the dominant
b̃θ to ñe are indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 3. The
similar time traces of ñe are observed across the burst in a
broad range of minor radii and therefore it is not owing to
the effect of local measurements. In addition, in rare cases,
the b̃θ in the high-kθ range is absent.
The observed higher-kθ waves are not an artificial effect
from the fast Fourier transform on a distorted waveform.
The higher-kθ waves are real, because the high-kθ waves
exist independently from the lowest kθ wave. The ñe
perturbations in the medium kθ range are also marginally
unstable between the bursts and are often stabilized right
after the bursts, for example at 1728 ms in Fig. 3(b).
According to theory, multiscale excitation of the modes
could be caused by nonlinear wave-wave coupling,
referred to as a pair-interaction cascade [19]. It is also
possible that the nonlinear coupling is through wave-
particle interaction [20]. Clarification of the nonlinear
excitation mechanism needs further experimental effort
and is left for future work.
The chirping modes may be benign with respect to their
impact on neutron production, but lead to minor disruption
events for a few times in a short dedicated experiment.
Figure 4 shows that at the end of the frequency chirping
of t ∼ 1.9837 s, a moderate Ip spike [see the arrow in
Fig. 4(b)] is accompanied by a substantial density increase.
The Ip spike is an indicator of the current profile redis-
tribution, usually characterized as a disruption event. The
density spike suggests a large inward impurity flux from
the first wall. Note that the plasma βN is ∼2.7 at the event,
well below the ideal βN limit.
To understand why some chirping modes trigger
minor disruption events but not others, the radial mode
structures of three chirping modes, indicated by three
arrows in Fig. 4(a), are compared. Figure 5 shows time
evolution of electron temperature fluctuation T̃e profiles
measured by electron cyclotron emission. The magnetic
fluctuations are overlaid as a reference. At t ∼ 1.685 s, the
burst amplitude is relatively low. The observed T̃e localizes
(b)
(a)
FIG. 3. Frequency spectra of the magnetic fluctuation at the
plasma boundary (a) and density fluctuation spectra around the
q ¼ 1 flux surface (b) in shot No. 178942.
FIG. 4. (a) Frequency spectra of density fluctuation measured
by a CO2 interferometer. Time evolution of plasma current, ion
temperature near the q ¼ 1 flux surface and electron temperature
at R ¼ 2.2 m in (b), volume-averaged electron density and
integrated magnetic fluctuation of n ¼ 1 in (c).
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at the q ¼ 1 flux surface at R ∼ 1.9 m with a radial mode
width of ∼10 cm, as seen in Fig. 5(a). The phase difference
in the radial direction is nearly zero, i.e., a kink parity
persists across the entire burst.
As the mode amplitude substantially increases around
t ∼ 1.942 s, i.e., about 50 ms before the minor disruption,
the mode structure noticeably changes in the following
ways: (1) It shifts radially outward by ∼5 cm, tracking
the outward radial shift of the q ¼ 1 flux surface. (2) The
modes transiently expand in the radial direction, covering
a broad radial range from the plasma core of 1.95 m to
the edge of 2.28 m. Note that the expansion occurs in a
short time scale of ∼0.1 ms, accompanied by a rapid,
appreciable increase of magnetic perturbation. (3) As the
mode expands, the kink parity is only preserved in the
plasma core. A radial π-phase jump, i.e., tearing parity,
is observed across the R ¼ 2.22 m [see the circles in
Fig. 5(b)]. It is a sign of forced magnetic reconnection,
which leads to a magnetic topology change to island-
type in the plasma edge. As the mode amplitude rapidly
decays, the π-phase jump cannot be sustained and
promptly disappears.
A more systematic magnetic topology change occurs
and lasts for ∼0.5 ms right before the minor disruption.
As seen from the circle in Fig. 5(c), multiple π-phase jumps
are found at R ¼ 2.17 m, 2.2 m, and 2.24 m. According to
the equilibrium reconstructed by the EFIT code [21], these
radial locations are well aligned with the major rational
surfaces of q ¼ 2, q ¼ 3 and q ¼ 4, respectively. The
chirping mode generates multihelicity island chains at the
plasma edge in a time scale of submilliseconds. Later,
the Te at R ¼ 2.2 m, measured by the Thomson scattering
system, suddenly decreases from 1.9 keV to 0.25 keV, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). The reduction can be attributed to the
overlap of multihelicity island chains, which leads to a
stochastic plasma boundary [22,23]. However, it should be
emphasized that the physics is distinct from the disrup-
tions induced by neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs). The
growth time of a NTM from a pre-existing small magnetic
islands, takes tens of milliseconds, i.e., significantly longer
by three orders of magnitude. The observed magnetic re-
connection is speculated to be driven directly by Alfvénic
fluctuation, similar to those reported in simulation [24].
Arguably, this is much more dangerous for plasma oper-
ation, due to the extremely short time scale for actuators
to respond.
The observed rapid broadening and shrinkage of the
mode structure in a time scale of submilliseconds differs
from the picture of MHD theory. In gyrokinetic theory,
EP or thermal ions cause rapid changes in the eigen-
function. That is, the mode structure is partly determined
by the source of free energy via the wave-particle
resonant interaction, referred to as the nonperturbative
feature [25]. Therefore, the resonance condition between
the chirping modes and thermal ions is studied. For
passing particles, the resonance condition in a tokamak is
given by fm − lftr;p þ nftr;t ¼ 0, where fm is the mode
frequency, n is the toroidal mode number, l is an arbitrary
integer, and ftr;p and ftr;t are poloidal and toroidal transit
frequencies, calculated by the orbit following code
(ASCOT5) [26]. Using fm ¼ 18 kHz and n ¼ 1, the res-
onance lines in energy-R space are estimated for deu-
terium ions of pitch vk=v ¼ 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, as shown in
Fig. 6. The carbon temperature from charge exchange
recombination spectroscopy is overlaid and the shaded
band indicates the high-energy tail of the bulk ions, up to
1.9Ti. It is found that, due to the high Ti, the fundamental
resonance of l ¼ −1 is predominantly satisfied in the
phase space of the thermal ion tail over nearly the entire
minor radius.
Using the experiment data, linear analysis solving
electromagnetic gyrokinetic equations (CGYRO code) [7]
find that the most unstable modes at the q ¼ 1 flux
surface at 1800 ms of shot No. 178936 are low-n kinetic
ballooning modes (KBM) or AITG [see the red curve in




FIG. 5. Time evolutions of the electron temperature fluctua-
tions of the three chirping modes [marked by the three arrows
in Fig. 4(a)] at ∼1.678 s, ∼1.942 s, and ∼1.983 s in (a)–(c),
respectively. The evolution of the magnetic probe signals are
overlaid together. Note that although the optical thickness outside
∼2.24 m in Fig. 3(c) is thin, synthetic electron cyclotron emission
suggests that the fluctuation is dominated by the T̃e.
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of kθρs. The growth rate γ is generally smaller at higher
kθρs waves, and peaks at kθρs ∼ 0.09, i.e., kθ ∼ 0.25 cm−1
for ρs ¼ 0.35 cm, corresponding to a long wavelength
perturbation, distinguished from electrostatic ITG. A scan
of Ti using the measured electron beta βe confirms that
the γ increases at higher Ti. For fixed Ti, the modes
are more unstable at higher βe (data not shown here). The
real frequency of the waves is ∼1.5 times of the observed
frequency in plasma frame. Other similarities to the
theoretically predicted AITG [4–6] are discussed, as
follows: (1) The mode propagates in the ion diamagnetic
drift direction in the frequency near ωi . (2) The mode can
be driven by a finite gradient of the Ti, without contri-
bution from the EPs and the excitation requires ∇Ti
to exceed a threshold value. (3) The plasma regime is
close to, but below the ideal MHD β limit. (4) The free
energy source is from kinetic wave-particle interactions
with the thermal ions, consistent with calculated reso-
nances between the chirping modes and transit motion of
the bulk ions. It is also consistent with the strong non-
perturbative feature of the mode structure. (5) The ηi
(≡∂ lnTi=∂ ln ni) exceeds the theory-predicted threshold
ηic [Eq. (31) of [4] ] for the onset of unstable Alfvén
continuum due to compressibility of core ions [4–6].
For example, using the data at ∼1.73 s in shot No.
178936, the ηi is 1.75, larger than the estimated ηic of
1.25 for the most unstable k wave of m ¼ 8=n ¼ 8. The
estimation also finds that the most unstable modes belong
to the strongly coupled KBM and β-induced Alfvén
eigenmodes branch [4,27].
Since the modes become unstable at a fraction of the
ideal MHD β limit at high ion temperature, and can lead
to minor disruptions through extremely rapid field line
reconnection and stochastization, their manifestation in
future reactors should be carefully studied with develop-
ment of mitigation strategies, if necessary.
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